One Colour Love

Paint Your Heart & Soul 2019
Main lesson by Lucy Brydon

Hello lovely Paint Your Heart & Soul students! Welcome to my main lesson!
In this lesson you will be learning how to paint a watercolour portrait using just one tube of
watercolour paint. We shall be concentrating on value and tone – to learn how to build up
glazed layers to show the lights and darks, much like a black and white photo but in colour.
This is called a monochromatic painting.
For this lesson I used:
•

Hahnemuhle cold pressed watercolour paper: I used this in a block the size was
9.5x12.5 inches and 200lb but you can use any watercolour paper you have.

•

Daniel smith rose of ultramarine: but again you can use any watercolour tube you
have. This lesson will work better though, if you stay away from really pale colours like
yellow. It may be fun to experiment with different colours than I used so don't feel
obliged to go out and buy the tube of paint that I used.
A selection of watercolour brushes in different sizes. Its good to have a larger size,
medium then small for detail. I used mostly my quill brush from jacksons (I dont know
the size sorry as the number has rubbed off but its a medium size) a larger raven brush
from Jacksons size 0 and the small brush I used was an Escoda Ultimo size 1 – but
again I must stress please use any watercolour brushes you already own!
White gouache or acrylic ink for details
another paintbrush for applying the gouache/ink (I dont use my watercolour brushes
for this)
graphite for transferring the image, and the photocopied or printed off image
plate or ceramic dish for mixing paint with water
paper towel for cleaning off excess water
pencil to draw image transfer

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Here is the image I used. It is downloaded from https://unsplash.com/ which is a great site for

royalty free images to use.

You can use this image or any others on there that you find interesting, I searched under
“black and white portrait” as it helps for this exercise to have the portrait in black and white
so you can see the values.
Step 1:
we are going to do a super quick transfer so we can crack on with painting and not worry
about drawing proportions etc! If you want you can draw freehand but if you would like to
simply transfer your image rub the back of your paper with some soft graphite or pencil, and
then lay down on your watercolour paper and draw round all the main features to transfer the
graphite to the paper. Try not to press too hard with your hands while doing this as you want
a minimal amount of graphite on your watercolour paper.
Step 2:

Begin by mixing your watercolour paint with a fairly large amount of water, to make a watery thin
mix. You can test the colour on a scrap piece of paper. I then painted a layer of this all over the
paper using a large brush. Let this layer dry completely (you can use a heat gun to speed up the
process)
Step 3:
Then after this layer is dry start to paint another layer in some of the darker areas of the face and
hair, this will be your first proper layer of colour. I wet the face then lay down the colour in the
shadowed part letting the colour bleed into the wet (this is called “wet on wet technique”) so that I
get a smooth transition between the layers without harsh lines. I used the paintbrush to blend the
colours out.

The darker areas in this photograph are round the eye sockets, under the nose and lips and the top
lip especially. You are basically looking at where the darker areas are (so think in terms of light and
dark rather than facial features) and adding layers of colour till you get the depth you wish to
achieve.
Step 4:
Continue with adding more layers of paint, and as you do so mix less water with your paint to
make the mix darker in tone than the last.

I always use a cleaned off brush to blend the colours out but this is up to you! You can also
experiment with showing the lines between the layers, that look can be good too!
Step 5

I did the same for the background, painting a random flower pattern. It helps with watercolour
painting to move around the paper letting the layers dry before painting the next. So, as you are
painting the background the face is getting a chance to dry.
Step 6
Continue to paint darker layers on the face where you see them in the photo, with a mix of paint

that has a paint ratio of less water to paint than the earlier layers.

At this point I also use a smaller brush and paint in finer details like eyelashes, details in the
eyes/pupils etc,
Step 7
Finally, once you have done as many layers as you feel is sufficient, use some white gouache or
acrylic ink to add back in any white details you may have lost. I tend to do this for the shine in the
pupils, and on the lips. I also added some to the hair.

I hope you have lots of fun doing this lesson and learn about value and watercolour techniques!
If you have any questions dont hesitate to ask me in the classroom
You can find me here on social media:
https://www.facebook.com/Art.By.LucyBrydon
https://www.instagram.com/lucybrydonart/
https://lucybrydonart.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/LucyBrydonArt
and you can find my online courses here:
https://lucysartlab.com/
Thank you so much for watching my lesson! Can't wait to see your results! Lucy

xx

